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Synopsis 

From the director Lillee Jean Trueman (Miss Roxie), and comedian
Edgardo Rubio (Manhattan Merengue, Los Garcia)

In a scheme to find her true love, Sabrina is on a mission. Mr. Boom a reggaetón music manager is just the
man to lead her on the road to success. With help from Glamoue on Planet Glamour, this comedy reminds

us we're all human.

A beautiful space alien from Planet Glamour has been dreaming of a date with Sad Ponniee, the king of
romantic Reguetón for months. She feels that her life is dull and unexciting. In an attempt to spice things
up, she changes her identity to Sabrina Apple Bottomost and travels to Miami to trick Mr. Edgardo Benito

Ferrari Boom, who is the music manager of S. Ponniee. Will her scheme work? Or must Princess
Glamourite face a hard decision along the way?



Young Princess Glamourite
from Planet Glamour fell in

love...kinetically. She is stuck in
what seems to be a perfect life,
but she decides to change her
life for the better by setting out

on her adventure to Earth.

Young Princess Glamourite from Planet
Glamour fell in love...kinetically. She is
stuck in what seems to be a perfect life,

but she decides to change her life for
the better by setting out on her

adventure to Earth.

Scared at first, Princess Glamourite
changes her identity to "Sabrina" and
is determined to go through with her
hair-brained scheme to fetch a date

with the man she thinks will turn her life
around. The only problem? She crash-
lands in Queens, New York City, and

must navigate her way into a world she
has never experienced before. She

meets new city friends along the way
and allows herself to be foolish for the

first time in her life. But, with no chance
of connecting back home, she has to

choose between staying and pursuing
her “truest love”, or finding a way

home. Is it all for naught?



LILLEE JEAN TRUEMAN was born April 18, 2001 in New York City. She has trained at the
T. Schreiber Studio under Nick Landry for Meisner Technique, and Page Clements in

British RP Dialect. She is known for Miss Roxie, and Lillee Jean TALKS! Live starring Don
Most, and Neil D’Monte.
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Laura Rene Marks-Trueman
Laura Rene Marks-Trueman (Born June 23,

1967, in the Bronx, New York City) is a
vintage, memorabilia, and antique dealer

with expertise in the entertainment
industry. She is the manager of actress
Lillee Jean. With her original business

starting in the late 1990s as a separate
woman-owned company based in Queens,
she started out servicing the metropolitan
area with unique memorabilia from years
past. Over several years, she built a loyal

local following that has enabled her to
expand into providing props to major

theaters and movie studios. She has worked
with several major studios such as

Paramount, Warner Bros Other, and
projects that include Mad Men, The Alienist,

Public Enemies, Men in Black Series (1
through 3), and Shutter Island. Her Jewish
heritage is both Russian and German, and

she is Ashkenazi.

Edgardo Rubio
Edgardo Rubio (born August 21, 1964, in

Georgia) is a Puerto Rican actor and
comedian from Miami, Florida, who has

acted in television and movies for over 50
years. He studied at the prestigious Colegio

Espíritu Santo, where he met renowned
director, and producer Rafo Muñiz who

recommended he join the cast of the
popular television show, “Los Garcia.” He
would go on to act in several movies, such
as “Manhattan Merengue” and “My Lucky
Day,” as well as worked in live theatre on

such productions such as “Gaviota en fuga”.
With his interest in social issues, Rubio

wrote, directed, produced and starred in
the critically acclaimed film, "Freedom

Flight," which examined the impact of Fidel
Castro on Cubans. He is currently producing
and co-directing "The Trapper Trap - Part 1",

a groundbreaking social impact film with
Lillee Jean Trueman.
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Lillee Jean Trueman
Lillee Jean (born April 18, 2001 in New York) is a Gen Z actress

hailing from New York City. She has received training in the
Meisner Technique and dialects at the T. Schreiber Studio, as well
as comedic and voiceover coaching from Hollywood actors Michel

Corbiere and Edgardo Rubio. Lillee Jean is most well-known for
her celebrity talk show, 'Lillee Jean TALKS! Live', as well as her
self-directed, produced, and written productions such as the

breakout short film 'Miss Roxie'. Her most recent film 'The Trapper
Trap - Part 1' with Puerto Rican star Edgardo Rubio showcased her
prominent debut on the big screen. In addition to her films, Jean's

most recent show, 'So Lillo Qui', showcases her skills in
monologues and dialogues as she continues to hone her craft. She

is Ashkenazi Jewish, speaks conversational French, and is also
skilled in dance and sketch comedy. Jean is on the award-winning

show 'The FNL Network Talkshow' as a co-host. 
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Francisco Cepeda
Francisco Cepeda has been trained in

acting techniques including Adler,
Stanislavski, and Meisner, but adds the

Method to Method Acting. He is
currently enrolled at the New York Film
Academy working toward a Bachelor of

Fine Arts degree in Acting for Film. In
addition to his professional behavior,

determination, and commitment to his
passion for acting, Francisco can fully

comprehend a script, and find out
what his characters want and need to

deliver the most memorable
performances. One of his breakthrough

films was The Trapper Trap - Part 1. 

Aaron Zucker
Aaron Zucker is a realtor from New
York City turned actor. He has been
nominated for the Long Island Real

Producers magazine, and, has a long
list of achievements under 30 in the
realty world. Zucker’s experience on

Sesame Street as a young child
inspired him to pursue acting again,

and he is now starring in the film The
Trapper Trap. His favorite line,

"Persistent, resilient, and never
defeated," motivates him to keep

going. Aaron is highly skilled in
improv comedy and has the ability to

quickly memorize a script.

Zackary Dahni
Zackary Danhi is a realtor from
Great Neck, New York. He has a

keen interest in theater and acting.
Danhi is a committed actor and
has a natural talent for comedy.
He is skilled in taking a complex

script and making it his own.
Danhi, who is Jewish-Persian,
brings an amazing exuberant

energy to any film project he is a
part of.





The making of the trademark ‘MIRROR MIRROR’
scene concept devised by Edgardo Rubio, written by
Lillee Jean. Jean stood in the squatted position for 2

hours of filming.



From a night before
dreaming of her truest love.

To making life a reality
calling Mr. Boom’s Assistant

on planet Earth.



Sabrina’s journey introduces her
to many things. Her main favorite:

Croissants.

She looks at negativity dead in
the eye and faces her fears, no

matter if she crash landed in
the middle of Queens.



"The Trapper Trap" is a film that I poured my heart and soul into. While writing the character of Sabrina, I
realized that we are all human and alien to certain things. Is Sabrina weird, or is she just on a mission for her
true love? She is daring enough to change her life, and that's what makes her unique. The film stars my dear

friend Edgardo Rubio, who is also my acting coach, as the character Glamoue, and my friend Francisco
Cepeda, among others. It was a lot of fun to work on this project with my friends, who come from diverse

backgrounds, including Jewish and Spanish actors. I hope that people will enjoy my character's quirky
sounds and unique walk and laugh their shoes off while watching the movie. And yes, there will be a second

where Sabrina meets Sad Ponniee! - Lillee Jean Trueman
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Oscar Benjamin is a professional Hollywood

BTS photographer, columnist, journalist, and
radio host from California. Benjamin is known
for Swing State (2017), Six Gun Savior (2016),

Psychophonia (2016), and Cabaret of the
Dead (2017). The producers would like to give

a very special thanks for the photography
direction, and a managing acknowledgment

in this film.

Andre Toure
Andre is a NYC based actor and writer. Andre

began his formal acting training in 2023 with the
Barrow Group and T. Schreiber Studio. He has
been active since 2024, performing in several

student shorts as well as background work in the
Netflix feature Kinda Pregnant. The producers

would like to give a very special thanks for casting
acknowledgment in this film.


